INTRODUCTION
Current ages have observed a prosperous era of digital seats, and with the
beginning of civilized communication platform services like Facebook, YouTube, and
Twitter, the digital biosphere is becoming progressively relevant within real-world
seats. With a common of the world’s physical boundaries credited up in imperialism,
many people are considering to digital spaces as a new edge—a place wherein they can
establish their own culture and stake their claim in the rich and vibrant future of the
Digital Age. Already we see the close incorporation of real and virtual developments as
we know them, and while it is yet to be determined whether self-governing, digital
civilizations will arise from this new frontier, the future will surely witness further
advances in this line of thinking. Although, at this stage of its advancement, the Internet
and its constituent societies are still very much dependent on real-world establishments
and spaces, the basics are already in place for the eventual emergence of virtual
civilizations. Virtual spaces are becoming more and more independent, and while they
unavoidably remain linked to the real world, virtual spaces nonetheless provide the
social underpinnings for the genesis of digital civilizations through their facilitation of
virtual government and economy.
On the other hand, still on digital civilization, virtual parsimonies have likewise
established the potential for the appearance of digital states within online worlds and
social populations. While virtual economies still exist principally as businesses to real

economies, emerging currencies and globalized economic patterns have provided the
necessary foundations for independent, digital monetary systems and nascent
sociopolitical bodies.
One fairly recent system of this sort is the digital currency Bitcoin. Bitcoin in
some sense serves as the heir to a long line of failed virtual currencies, but many people
have hopes that this year-old system will prove at last the potential for the stability and
independence of virtual economies from real-world systems. Already, Bitcoin is gaining
acceptance among established institutions. A number of restaurants and commercial
establishments in various places have begun accepting the online currency as payment.
The reality is that Bitcoin and other computer-generated currencies remain
essentially devoted to real-world supervisory powers and market situations, but the
connection is by no means one method. Virtual and real-world economies are highly
consistent, and especially within the modern world of online spending and banking,
digital economies are representing their relevance despite obvious distrust among
economists, politicians, and the broader conservative body. Various forward-looking
thinkers, however, have predicted the reflective provocation of digital markets and
currencies on real-world systems, even suggesting digital causes for recent trends in
real-world markets.

To cope up with the fast changes in digital world, Quantum Pay is ready
to set in. While Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are working only via
internet, Quantum Pay is operational even disconnected using Quantum Pay’s
Intel SMS operator. Now what is Quantum Pay?

WHAT IS QUANTUM PAY?
Quantum Pay is a Decentralized and Computerized Banker Engine who serves
as a financial services platform. As a facility successively on blockchain machinery,
Quantum Pay uses digital currency as a little charge doorway to investment, lending,
funding and banking, spreading the influence of monetary organizations beyond their
existing outlet groundwork to the number of people who are unbanked in the world.
This also delivers person-to-person wallet handovers, bill expenditures, portable topups, operational shopping, and transfer services. Its currency distribution system
shields tens of thousands of banks, pawnshops, fee outlets, and door-to-door delivery
through the world. . Using Quantum Pay, clients have contact to an app wallet to be
launched by the team and facilities such as payments, air-time, bill payments, hotel
bookings, game credits and online shopping at a number of dealers who admit digital
currency.
We are proud to be the first Decentralized and Computerized Banker Engine
which aims to deliver digital money transfers and other services and be the most
trusted digital currency that will be partnered soon by reputable companies around the
world. As of now, we have a number of good companies waiting to be partnered by us.
We use Secured and Protected connections, high coded encryption and 2-Factor
Authentication to secure your experience.
What makes this more feasible is that it can be accessed also offline by our SMS
operator. More information will be downloaded after the grand launch of our Quantum
Pay App. This app also can pay your suppliers using QPAY token to any employees
anywhere in the world. Using Qpay, you can start accepting payments today and start

accepting payments in minutes. We also make cheaper remittances and remit money
quickly at a fraction of the typical cost. The Quantum Pay app can get remittances to
their destination through our network of over a number of retail locations soon. For a
commitment for greater good on the other hand and greater accountability, Unlike
other ways and applications, Quantum pay's exchanges will be conducted over the
blockchain and will be recorded on a single, globally accessible ledger, providing an
accurate and unmodifiable financial audit trail that's why cost savings will be located.
By providing a more efficient way to transfer value and reducing the reliance on cash, It
can save costs for government, banks, and end consumers.
Talking about protection, since every transaction in Quantum Pay App is
electronically recorded, this allows for real-time, accurate analysis of transactions to
prevent money laundering and other illicit activities.

HOW TO USE QUANTUM PAY?
First thing you need to do is an App wallet. Create your wallet in minutes from
our application, no minimum cash-in amounts, and no monthly fees. Quantum Pay app
is where you can put your QPAY token and etherium also. Soon, upgraded version will
include bitcoin and other digital currency. Services included like shop, buy phone load,
pay bills, book hotels, game credits, and send money to any major bank or remittance
center - all from our QPAY App.

QPAY: principal token in Quantum Pay
QPAY is an ERC-20 token which will be used in Quantum Pay App in general
but further upgrades will include ETH, BTC and other leading crypto currency in
digital market. QPAY will provide a simple, secure and powerful digital strength
supervision instrument for operators who will be able to practice autonomy in wallets
formation,
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FIRST COMPANIES TO ADAPT QUANTUMPAY
(upon APP launching)
 Untroubled Job Co.
 Handy
 Swiss charity
 KUMA

FEATURES
 Simple to Use and Convenient to Transact- Implement dealings without the
requirement to synchronise with the blockchain and is user-friendly interface.

 Self-held Private Keys, Improved Safety- Encoded Private Keys will be deposited
steadily in expedient’s local sandbox structure. It delivers manifold folder
backup options, to avoid loss or robbery of assets.

 Market Tracing and Signals- Worldwide market checking of statistics sponsored
by continuous synchronisation with digital market sites. Flexible price ready
situations shall never miss out on important market arrangements.
 Can be used online or offline- QPAY App can be accessed online and even not
connected to the internet, QPAY SMS Operator shall manage transaction of the
customers.

SERVICES
Wallet transfers
Hotel Bookings
Bill payments
Mobile top-ups
Online shopping
Remittance services
Game Credits
Offline monetary transmission
Donations directed to foundations
Currency Conversion
Mobile Bank Connections

CONCLUSION
Quantum Pay discloses both the usefulness and adaptability of virtual currencies and
offers an exciting appearance at innovation’s developing thought procedures as to validity and
specialist of these exchanges. In previous times, the ability to issue coinages was kept almost
exclusively by formal organizational institutions. In Quantum Pay, those obstacles are coming
dejected. People are becoming additional relaxed with the idea of healthy, self-determining
virtual markets, and with this change come the possible for the entrance of not only feasible
virtual currencies but also multifaceted digital marketplaces, nations, and states. And while
digital economies unavoidably continue related to the actual world, the financial and
communal foundations are nevertheless in residence for the ultimate beginning of hybridized
digital civilizations within real and virtual spaces.

QUANTUMPAY AROUND THE WORLD
Quantum Pay is a community of professionals in digital market industry and our
team is growing and yet still on the process of screening additional aspiring people of
the web. If you have what it takes, please visit our official accounts as prescribed by our
website, quantumpay.co

